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Midnight Madness· 
Tranell Mesa 
Sports Editor 
' 
' 
NSU's Athletic Department played host 
to its third annual Midnight Madness event 
on Oct. 18 in the University Center Arena, 
where the 2008-2009 men's and ~s 
Sharks basketball teams were unveiled and 
unleashed. 
Midnight Madness began in 1971 
when the University of Maryland's hea~ 
basketball coach, Lefty Driesell, came · 
up with the brilliant idea. of launching his 
team to the public and raising the fan base 
by having the team practice in front of a · 
crowd when the clock struck 12 a.m. on the 
first official day they were allowed begin 
practice. 
The evening kicked off with an 
unbelievable performance from NSU's 
cheerleaders, chock full of talented 
tumbling and dancing from the Sharks. 
"The girls [NSU cheerleaders] really 
kept us [the crowd] mesmerized during 
their performance, and they were really 
loud and exciting all night," stated senior 
Fin-atic Drew Sarkisian. 
Question and answer sessions were 
completed by the women's head basketball 
coach, Marilyn Rule, along with the four 
seniors from the men's basketball team, 
Dionte Perry, Tim Coenraad, Josh Wood 
and Jordan Smith. Perry stated, "As long as 
we all stay healthy, we are going to be great 
this year." 
As the eventful evening continued, 
NSU's newly added dance team performed 
for the first time, followed by an 
entertaining dance off from Sharks' mascot, 
RAZOR. 
Fin-atics in attendance also received 
Is MySpace ''Your 
Space'' When it Comes 
to Emplo.yment? 
Tiffany Simoncini 
Freelance Writer 
According to a recent survey of 
more than 31,000 employers released 
by CareerBuilder.com, more than one in 
five employers search social networking 
sites to screen job candidates, According 
to Wikipedia, social networking sites 
· such as MySpace and Facebook have the 
largest number of registered users among 
college-focused students and account for 
80 percent of all visits to online social 
networking sites. 
There is a growing trend in the 
number of employers who are "Googling" 
additional information when it comes to 
hiring an employee, especially with hopes 
of attaining a more well-rounded view 
of job candidates in terms of their skills, 
accomplishments and overall fit within the 
company. Facebook and MySpace are two 
sites that employers can use to check on 
potential job candidates. 
These two social sites are great 
networking tools that enable you to 
keep in contact with former friends frorri 
high school, universities and various 
jobs. These sites easily connect people 
together through the publication of private 
information, such as cell phone numbers, 
email addresses, age, marital status, etc. 
The question is are social networking 
sites private or public? Well, it certainly 
depends on whom you ask. 
"I think that the idea of obtaining 
information· from these sites and using it 
in the workplace is both good and bad. As 
an employer, I would want to know about 
my employee's history. However, as an 
employee, ifl had a MySpace or Facebook 
that was outdated, I would not want that to 
affect my job opportunities in ariy way," 
said junior Joey Cranciolo, a humanities 
major. 
Theoretically, many people feel that 
whatever your personal life entails should 
be independent from your life within the 
workplace. 
"I think that every person is entitled to 
personal privacy. Everyone is entitled to 
· have their fun and should not be judged 
based upon their outside personality or 
anything for that matter that does not 
pertain to that particular field of work," 
said sophomore Nina Lara, a business 
major . 
. A recent study found that the number of 
hiring managers who are turning to social 
networks like MySpace and Facebook to 
delve into candidates' online behavior is 
increasing quickly. Some 22 percent of 
employers said they already peruse social 
networks to screen candidates, while an 
additional 9 percent said they are planning 
to do so. Only 11 percent of managers used 
the technology in 2006. 
"I feel that it is unprofessional and 
inappropriate. As long as one's personal 
life is not directly .affecting their work 
life, then there should be no reason for 
employers to delve into these social 
networks," says sophomore, legal studies 
major, Daniel Umbert. 
There was a recent survey on 
CollgeGrad.com that said that 47 percent 
of college grad job seekers who use social 
networking sites such as facebook or 
MySpace have already either changed 
or plan to change the content of their 
page, with fear of being judged by future 
employees. Anyone entering the job 
market must realize that everything posted 
online is fair game and open to public 
scrutiny. 
the opportunity to win a number of great 
prizes -- including a $200 Barnes & Noble 
gift certificate, tickets to games such as the 
FedEx Orange Bowl Championship game, 
metroPCS Oian~ _Bowl Classic Basketball 
game and the Florida Panther game -- all 
after competing in fun-filled contests or 
raffle drawings. 
Three-point" shooting contests were 
later held in which the women's team saw 
sophomore Lauren Marshall sink nine shots 
for the title, while Coenraad took the title 
with 10 for the men's team. In a shoot-off 
betweep. both champions for the ultimate 
three-point King/Queen tide, Coenraad 
reclaimed his title after dropping in a total 
of 12 three-pointers to Marshall's eight. 
The men's team kicked the night up a 
notch as they put on a show for the Fin-
atics in a "dunk-off." Competing were 
.c·coenraad, freshmen Iran Hollis, Darrin 
Williams and John Brooks more commonly 
known as JB and "Big Baby." Hollis and 
Coenraad saw it through to the final round 
as the freshman blew the crowd away with 
his athletic ability, taking a pass off the 
head of assistant coach Luis Gurrieres and 
slamming it home for the title. 
The Sharks will kick their season into 
gear for the women's first home game on 
Nov. 16 at 2 p.m. followed by the men on 
Nov. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in the "Shark Tank." 
Students will enjoy free admission and 
there is always the chance to win great 
prizes, so come out and be sure to show 
your Fin-atic pride! 
Election 2008: Where the 
Candidates Stand on Issues,. that 
Matter to You 
Naida Alcime 
Freelance Writer 
On Nov. 4, millions of Americans will 
go to the polls to vote for the candidate 
they think should be the next President 
of the United States. With less than two 
weeks left until the election, Sen. John 
McCain and Sen. Barack Obama have 
been pressing their visions for the future 
of this country. 
After surveying several ;NSU students, 
the top three concerns that emerged were 
the following: the economy, energy 
and education. 
Several NSU students expressed 
their concerns about the implications 
of a weakening economy on their lives 
after graduation. Senior Tiffany Meyer, a 
legal studies major said, ''Having a stable 
economy is really important to me· because 
I don't want to have to 
struggle more than I already 
see my mom struggling." She 
· went on to say, "Since I'll 
have to face the real world 
when I graduate in three 
years, I want a candidate who 
will help the lower-middle 
class, which is where I am." 
Obama has laid out a 
plan on how he intends to 
address the economic crises. 
Obama advocates a $50 
billion emergency economic 
stimulus plan. He further proposes to raise 
taxes on families and companies making 
more than $250,000 a year, which accounts 
for a small fraction of American families. 
Obama also proposes to grant $500-
$1,000 in refundable tax credits to low and 
middle-income workers. 
To deal with the housing crisis, McCain 
proposes to lead the federal government 
into buying up bad mortgage loans from 
banks and homeowners. McCain also 
proposes refundable tax credits, except 
his would come in the form of healthcare 
credits. 
Healthcare was another "hot topic" 
for college students. McCain's stance on 
healthcare is that competition will improve 
the quality of the health insurance. Thus, 
· he intends on strengthening the private 
sector of health insurance by opposing 
federally mandated universal coverage. 
Under his plan, every family would receive 
a direct, refundable tax credit of $2,500 for 
individuals and $5,000 for families. 
Obama plans to create a national health 
insurance program for individuals who 
do not have employer-provided health 
care and do not qualify for other existing 
federal programs. Obama does not wish 
to mandate individual coverage ·for all 
Americans, but would require coverage for 
all children. 
Education is another hot topic that 
many agree is crucial to becoming 
successful in an ever-changing America. 
Sophomore Adriano Duran, a biology 
major, articulated how important affording 
college was to him. 
"I come from a poor, low-class 
family that had to work for every penny," 
said Duran. "When it came time for 
college, there were so many scholarship 
opportunities that I actually got to go 
C 
"'f". 
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,.( 
l 
and make something of 
myself. If it weren't for the 
scholarships, I wouldn't be 
here." 
Duran and many others 
in the NSU community 
want to see a president who 
will improve the education 
system in the U.S. and work 
to make secondary education 
more affordable. 
In regards to education, 
Obama plans to make math 
anq science education a 
national priority. In relation to college 
students, Obama proposes an annual 
$4,000 tuition credit for anyone who wants 
to get a college education. He says he 
would expand the Pell Grant and lower 
interest rates on the existing federal student 
loan programs. 
McCain's education plan focuses 
primarily on creating incentives for good 
teaching. He would devote 60 percent 
ofTitle II funding for incentive bonuses 
for high-performing teachers that teach 
subjects like math or science, who can 
demonstrate student improvement or who 
teach in challenging environments. 
Understanding where the presidential 
candidates stand on the issues as well as 
how that affects you as a college student is 
very important. To find out their stances 
on other issues and to get further detail on 
the ones discussed in this article, visit the 
non-partisan sources such as factcheck.org 
or realclearpolitics.com. 
Monday 
Oct. 27 
Hispanic Unity's Job Fair 
2008 
' 
Tuesday 
Oct. 28 
Lucky 13 - Show me 
the Money 
Hispanic Unity of Florida will host thei~ Members of the NSU community are 
2008 Job Fair in the University Center. invited to attend this workshop designed 
The fair will begin at 11 :30 p.m. For more to provide attendees. with information 
information, contact Rochelle Clarke at about the importance of personal finance 
clarroch@nova.edu. management. The event will begin 12 
p.m. in Room 3049 of the Carl Desantis 
IVCF G /M · N. h Building. For more information, contact 
. ame ov1e 1g t Dalis Dominguez at dalis@nova.edu. 
Join the Intervarsity Christian fellowship 
for an evening filled with fun. The 
event will also provide attendees with 
information about the organization. For 
more information, contact Alissa Lenz at 
alenz@nova.edu. 
Alternative Spring Break 
Information Session 
The Office of Student Leadership and 
Civic Engagement will hold this session 
to provide students with information about 
ways to get involved during spring break. 
The session will begin at 6:30 p.m. in 
Room 123 of the Commons Residential 
Hall. For more information, contact 
Jennifer Bowman-Wilson atjbowman@ 
nova.edu. 
Wednesday 
Oct. 29·, 
Musical Theatre 101 
William Ada~s, Ph.D., will speak at 
the Lifelong Leam.i_ng Institute for a 
lecture designed to provide attendees 
with information about musical theatre. 
The lecture will begin at 10 a.m. in the 
Lifelong Leaming Institute. The Lifelong 
Leaming Institute is located at 3424 South 
University Drive in Davie, Florida. For 
more information, call (954) 262-8471. 
Thursday 
Oct. 30 
"Dessert & Dialogue" 
The Office of Student Leadership and 
Civic Engagement will host this open 
discussion on political platform issues 
such as gay rights/marriage and abortion. 
This event will begin at 6 p.m. in the 
University Center at The Flight Deck. For 
more information, contact Cherise James 
at jcherise@nova.edu. 
Friday 
Oct. 31 
"Still the River Runs" 
Join the Promethean Theatre, NSU's 
professional theater company in residence, 
for the premiere of"Still the River Runs" 
by Barton Bishop. The performance 
will run from Oct. 17 to Nov. 2. The 
performances will take place at 8 p.m. 
in the Black Box Theatre in the new 
Performing and Visual Arts Wing in the 
University Center. Tickets for "Still the 
River Runs" are $25 for adults; $15 for 
senio~s and $5 for NSU students ($10 for 
all other students) with a valid ID. Only 
cash and checks are accepted at the door. 
For tickets, call (786) 317-7580 or email 
boxoffice@theprometheantheatre.org. 
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Joh·n Polstein Speaks 
at NSU 
Alexis Irias 
Staff Writer 
On Oct. 21, the H. Wayne"'~enga 
School of Business and Entreprencih'Ship 
hosted the Distinguished Lecture Series in 
the Carl DeSantis Building featuring John 
Pol stein. 
Polstein is the CEO of Kaplan Test Prep 
and Admissions, a division of Kaplan, Inc., 
which is the nation's oldest and largest · 
provider of test preparation and admissions 
services. He was appointed CEO in 
1988 and has since played a primary 
management role in the company today. He 
has grown the company to twice the size 
of its competitors and it still maintains its 
growth each year. 
Polstein gave an overview of Kaplan 
and how it expanded nation-wide through 
the 1970s. Today, Kaplan is the leading 
global educational services provider, and 
was acknowledged as the widest and 
fastest growing company, according to The 
Washington Post. 
Throughout Polstein's lecture, he 
explained how he got to the position he is 
in today and the lessons that he has learned 
along the way. 
"Become a student of business even 
after you graduate," he advised students 
and individuals. He went on to say that one 
should constantly be informed about what 
is going on in the business world. 
Polstein had some advice to give for 
individuals in the business environment. 
"Start very, very paranoid. Recognize that 
everything you have can disappear in a 
moment," said Polstein. 
Senior Phillip Kromer, president of 
the Finance and Economics Association, 
commented on the event. 
"Mr. Polstein delivered an inspirational 
speech that once again proved how 
important it is to step out of your own 
comfort zone to successfully manage 
growth within an entity." 
Kromer, who was responsible for 
bringing Polstein to campus on behalf 
of the Finance Club, felt that he left his 
audience with a better perspective of 
business as well as key elements for future 
success. 
"Since you could truly see how 
students absorbed his 'lessons learned,' the 
Distinguished Lecture Series should be a 
mandatory event for all NSU students in 
the future," stated Kromer. 
From left, Dean Randolph A. Pohlman, Ph.D., John Polstein and Philipp Kromer. 
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,SAVE $2.00 
on your next meal on campus 
with a minimum purchase of $4.99 
Valid at any location in food court on NSU main campus 
All day and evening on FRIDAY 
• 
)''-. :---f µ. . ( 
~e: 
• 
This coupon has a S2.00 discount value with a 
minimum purchase of $4.99. Simply 
present tt1is coupon to the cashier to redeem. 
limit one per person 
Valid from October 28 through November 3, 2008 
No cash value and to be presented at time of 
purchase. 
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Au·thor Marga:ret Ahnert 
"Speaks at Ns·u 
Kristine Belizaire 
Current Affairs Editor 
.... 
M<._mbers of the NSU community 
gatheredon q~t. 16 on the second floor . 
gallery of the A1vin Sherman Library for 
the 2008 author series, featuring Margaret 
Ahnert , author of "The Knock at the Door: 
A Journey through the Darkness of the 
Armenian Genocide." 
Ahnert was born in New York City and 
has a Master of Fine Arts from Goucher 
College and a bachelor's degree from 
Goddard College. 
Her memoir started 
out as her master 's 
thesis and was 
published in 
April 2007. 
In this memoir, 
. Ahnert tells the 
story of her mother, 
Esther, and the 
experiences she 
faced as she fought 
to survive as a 
young girl during the 
Armenian genocide. 
Ahnert went on 
to speak about the 
life of her mother, 
Esther, who was 15 when the genocide 
began. She was happy as a young girl, and 
grew up in a proper household. 
In March of 1915, word spread that bad 
things had happened. Esther had a brother 
in the Turkish army, and he told her family 
to leave. Her family refused to believe him 
until they received a knock on their door 
and were told to leave. 
Her book was awarded the Best Book of 
2007 by USA News in the World History 
category. 1t was also honored by the New 
York Book Festival Award Committee as 
Best Historical. Memoir. 
While her book has received critical 
acclaim, Ahnert said that the Turks are not 
happy about it. When she was speaking in 
New York, five Turks jumped up from the 
audience and accused her of being a liar. 
This protest was featured in the New York 
Times and Turkish newspapers. According 
to Ahnert, this coverage is what officially 
launched her book. 
Ahnert said 
that her book was 
just about relaying 
the brutality that 
her mother faced. 
The book is also a 
mother-daughter 
story, and the 
conversations that 
she had with her 
mother led to the 
story. She said that 
her mother was a 
funny person who 
was never mad or 
remorseful. 
Ahnert wrote 
this book because 
she needed reconciliation and peace. She 
explained that the Armenian Genocide 
is a genocide that was unrecognized and 
forgotten. She went on to say that there 
are people who say that it never occurred, 
when it was actually the first genocide of 
the 20th century. 
Ahnert's goal is to tell the truth and 
to educate people who are unfamiliar 
with what the Armenians faced during 
the genocide. "The Armenians know this 
story," she said "I'm not here to preach to 
the choir." 
NSU Students Learn· How to 
Become Resourceful 
Annarely Rodriguez 
Freelance Writer 
On Oct. 21, students gathered for 
another Lucky 13 lecture titled "What 2 
Wear 2 Drink and Drive," which provided 
information regarding the effects of 
alcohol on women, men, athletes and 
people of different ages. 
Throughout the lecture, students 
learned about the effects of alcohol on the 
body. They were informed that drinking 
can limit the ability 
to think abstractly. 
Alcohol also affects 
the liver and can kill 
brain cells. Students 
were also informed 
on the effects of binge 
drinking, which are 
alcohol poisoning and 
even death. · 
The lecture cleared 
it to educate you, to give you guidelines on 
how to be better informed on this issue that 
is often a part of being an undergraduate 
student," said Collins. 
Students were encouraged to ask 
questions regarding the subject throughout 
the lecture or after it was complete.They 
were also informed about the availability 
of the "Healthy Life-Styles Guided Self-
--~ · -. Change Clinic" in the 
Maltz Psyc-hology 
building for a 
more personal and 
always confidential 
conversation, on this 
and other issues that 
might be concerning 
them. 
up s_<_>me myths about (Left to Right) Dalis Dominguez- Ph.D.,the 
alcohol use. One myth event coordinator, psychology grad students 
about alcohol is that and speakers Jay Trambadia and KC Collins. 
it is thought to be a 
"This is the second 
lecture I've attended 
and although I knew 
some of these things, 
it is good to have 
something to remind 
stimulant because it 
can reduce inhibitions. In reality alcohol 
is a depressant because it slows down the 
central nervous system. 
KC Collins, a graduate psychology 
student who spoke at the event, believes 
that it was beneficial for students to learn 
about the effects of alcohol. 
"We did not do this presentation to say 
'don't do this' or 'always do that.' We did 
and reinforce that 
knowledge. It makes you more aware," 
stated freshman Angelique Marcelli. 
The next Lucky 13 lecture will be 
held on Oct. 28 in Room 3049 of the 
Carl Desantis at 12 p.m. and it is entitled 
"Show Me the Money!" For more 
information, contact Dalis Dominguez, 
Ph.D., at (954) 262-8485 . . . 
Ootaller ff, 2N8 
Dive.rsifying Gree·k U-nity 
Annarely Rodriguez 
Freelance Writer " 
" 
One of the biggest events on campus held this event to bring something like that 
happened on Oct. I 7 as Lambda Theta Phi to the school and show we are capable of 
hosted its second annual "Brown and..White holding these big events," stated 
Jump Off' in the University Center Are~ Rafael De La Rosa, president of Lambda 
The event also included the vocal styling of Theta Phi. 
NSU's Vocal Ensemble and the step team, Not just anyone was able to compete, 
· Chicks On Point. however, these fraternities and sororities 
The event was held to foster more ,_ had past experience step dancing nationally 
creative events on campus. The "Jump and had practiced just for this night. 
Off' featured a step competition between "We are very excited, we practiced for 
fraternities and sororities from schools all a month and a half, and we are just here to 
over Florida. The winners ( one sorority and show Greek Unity and support the Lambda 
one fraternity winner) would take home a Theta Phis," commented Welkis Galeas, 
$500 prize and a custom made paddle from FSU graduate who was part of Theta Nu 
phratboy.com. Xi's Grad Chapter step team. 
"We noticed there wasn't a notable The night started with disk jockey 
presence on campus, as far as minorities Prospect and master of ceremonies Jack Da 
were concerned, that excited people so we Rippa playing music to warm up the crowd 
..... , ..... ... . -i... 
Ji" I I '"" 
The boys of Phi Beta Sigma put on a performance like no other with their African-themed 
step routine. 
The Skee Wee Police Department tries to find who stole their pearls as a part of their 
routine which won the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority $500. 
that occupied the arena. After thanking 
NSU's Student GovemmentAssociation 
and other spo~ors for making the event 
possible, MC Da-Ripl?a introduced the host 
organization Lambda theta Phi, which 
performed and officially started the event. 
The first contestants were Lambda 
Theta Alpha, from FAU, who were 
followed by the guys of Phi Beta Sigma. 
The night went on and the cheering 
crowd welcomed the rhythmic dancing 
and diverse performances of Delta Sigma 
Theta, Zeta Phi Beta, Alpha Kappa 
Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi, Theta Nu Xi, Iota 
Phi Theta, Alpha Nu Omega, and Alpha 
Phi Alpha. 
. The winners for the night were the FIU 
chapter of the Christian fraternity Alpha 
Nu Qmega and NSU's own sorority Alpha 
Kappa Alpha. The guys will spend their 
money on their ministry which will hold 
a Thanksgiving dinner for students with 
. disabilities at FIU. The girls plan to save 
their $500 in the bank since their chapter 
is new and they want to spend their money 
wisely as they grow. 
Lambda Theta Phi's next event will be 
"Jail Time for Kids" which will be held on 
Oct. 29 from 10 a.m. to 1 a.m. in front of 
the Parker Building. Attendees will be able 
to pay to keep their teachers in a "jail" for 
up to 15 minutes. For more information 
on this and other Lambda Theta events, 
contact Rafael De J.,a Rosa at -
rdelaros@nova.edu. 
Kathleen Waites,..Ph.D. Gives "last Lecture" _ 
Kristine Belizaire 
Current Affairs Editor 
Members of the"NSU community 
gathered in Room 2053 of the Alvin 
Sherman Library for the Last Lecture 
Series, featuring Kathfeen Waites, Ph.D., 
and professor at NSU. 
The Last Lecture Series is a semi-
annual event where student-selected 
faculty members speak as though they 
were giving the last lecture of their career. 
This lecture deals with the question, "If 
you only had 30 minutes left, what would 
you say?" 
During the lecture, Waites expressed 
her thoughts and ideas as she considered 
the finality of her life. Truthfully, if it 
was her last 30 minutes, she said that she 
would invite the audience to join her for a 
run in Treetops Park or a sandlot baseball 
game with my kids and grandkids . If she 
were immobilized, she would be at home 
cheering for the Philadelphia Phillies in 
the World Series with one raised fist, while 
holding the hand of her beloved with the 
other hand. 
Waites went on to say that it is ironic 
that we devote ourselves to the affirmation 
of life by nurturing relationships, pursuing 
personal goals, and doing the things that 
bririg us happiness Yet the single lesson 
that we must learn is to let go of all the 
things that bring us happiness. Waites 
believes that the search for truth speaks to 
the mind and the soul, and has engaged in a 
philosophic inquiry to advance the spiritual 
quest. Quoting the famous philosopher 
Socrates, she said,"The unexamined life is 
not worth living." 
Waites said that she has always been 
struck by this dictum of Socrates, but was 
also taken by a notion her 92 year-old Aunt 
Laurie expressed to her as they grieved 
the death ofWaites's mother. "Don't fly in 
the face of God," is what her aunt told her, 
which meant to never question God's will. 
Since the death of her mother, Waites has 
been thinking about both sayings. She felt 
that through this "last lecture" she would 
try to merge both statements. 
Waites explained that when she was 
first exposed to a college class in 1979, 
she was scared to death because she had 
been told that she_ was not college material. 
She spoke about her love of literature 
when Sister Bernice, ·a nun in high school, 
introduced her to novelists like George 
Eliot and Charlotte Bronte. 
Waites said that her convent experience 
was a blessing which gave her the 
opportunity to go to college and major 
in English. This is where she met Sister 
Micina, a nun who was considered the 
toughest teacher in the school. Waites grew 
to like_ her because she challenged her and 
taught her to reach higher. After college, 
she grew to love authors and poets like 
Emily Dickinson, Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
Leo Tolstoy and William Faulkner. These · 
authors transported her with their stories 
and taught _her about the imagination and 
the search for truth. 
Waites was also interested in women 
writers who fought against oppression and 
yearned for freedom and equality, which 
led to her concentration in Gender Studies. 
"Stories are the core of who I am," said 
Waites. She spoke about the meanings 
· of stories in her life. Her mother used to 
always tell stories about people who she 
knew nothing about, and she could never 
understand why the stories were important. 
It was not until a short time ago that she 
learned why stories were important to her 
mother. As the youngest child, her mother 
was nicknamed "newsie" and was assigned 
to find out all the information about what 
was happening in town. This revelation 
gave Waites a newfound appreciation of 
her mother and the connection that they 
shared. "Like me, she too liked stories," 
she said. Her love of stories also inspired 
a lifelong search for truth and meaning 
during this life-march to death that we are 
all on. 
In her last weeks, Waites's mother was 
confined to a chair and her bed. As she 
lifted her mother in and out of bed, she 
could feel the life force seeping from her 
pores. Waites said that she is closer to the 
reality of death. In her mother's broken 
aging body, she saw her own. 
Waites. spoke about her experience as 
a professor. Teaching has always been a 
vocation because she fell in love with the 
opportunity to work with young people. 
She is inspired by their curiosity and 
eagerness to learn, and is humbled by the 
way that the look at her for knowledge. In 
her students, she recognized herself. 
"Lead with your heart, open your heart 
to the stories of people and the world 
around you," said Waites, "but guide your 
actions with your mind, a mind that is ever 
curious and cultivated through education 
and examination." Until her last breath, 
she plans to consume and reflect in the life 
stories of others or create life stories of her 
own. She prays for. the gift to surrender 
gracefully and not fly in the face of God. 
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Men's Soccer . 
Tim Coenraad 
Staff Writer 
NSU's men's soccer team • .(10-5-1; 
3-2-0 SSC) .surged forward on t~ee 
game winning streak as they defeated 
Eckerd College on Oct. 22, by a score of 
2-0 at the Sharks' Soccer Complex after 
beating Rollins College, 3-0, earlier in 
the week. · 
Freshman Alvin Quaye put the 
Sharks on the scoreboard early on in the 
match, making history for himself as he 
registered his first collegiate goal which· 
ended up being the game winner for NSU 
vs. Eckerd. 
Standout goal keeper; sophomore 
Juan Vizcarrondo, had another top notch 
performance as he tallied together seven 
saves, keeping his team's outscoring 
opponent streak alive at 12 goals to none. 
With two more Sunshine State 
Conference wins under their belt, the 
Sharks move up to the No. 5 spot in the 
Conference rankings. This also pushes 
them across the .500 mark in 
conference play. 
Sophomore Craig Heenigan (Courtesy of 
Sports Information) 
Women's Volleyball 
Tim Coenraad 
Staff Writer 
The NSU women's volleyball team (17-
6; 6~2 SSC) faced off against conference · 
and local rivals the Barry Buccaneers 
on.Oct. 21, as well as a non-conference 
match-up when the Sharks travelled to 
Flagler College to take on the Saints on 
Oct. 24. 
As NSU celebrated their "Think Pink" 
night, an effort to raise breast cancer 
awareness; 
the match 
against the 
Buccaneers 
would go 
all the way 
down to the 
wire. 
NSUwas 
able to take 
the first set 
25-23 on the 
back of 14 
assists by 
senior setter 
Valantina 
Petrova,(8) 
and four 
kills from 
freshman 
Molly 
Sigerich (5). 
The Bucs 
rallied to tie the game up at one set a piece 
as they out-hit NSU .186 to .130 for a 26-
24 second set win, despite three kills each 
from senjors Emily Carle (2), Melinda 
Gorman (16) and Christina Chubb (7). 
In another closely contested S€t, the 
Sharks came out on top 25-23, as a strong 
Shark defense held the Bucs to a .024 
attack rating. Sophomore Paola Ruiz (6) 
led the Sharks with six ofNSU's nine kills 
· for the set. 
Barry would once again rebound from 
the loss and take the match into a fifth set 
stealing the fourth set 26-24, even with 
sophomore Kathleen Yony (11) tallying 
seven digs for the for the third consecutive 
set. 
In the fifth and final set, it would be the 
Sharks seniors that answered the call as 
Gorman (16) and Chubb (7) led the team 
with four 
and three 
kills, taking 
NSUto a 
15-12 win in 
the final set 
to take the 
match. 
Yony 
(11) would 
set anew 
career high 
with 31 digs, 
as Gorman 
and Ruiz led 
the attack 
with 12 and 
11 kills on 
the night 
with Petrova 
coming 
away 
with an 
impressive 51 assists. 
In the Sharks second match-up, NSU 
would come up short as the Saints of 
. Flagler College took the match three sets to 
one 16-25, 25-15, 21-25 and 19-25. 
Carle (2) and Segirich (5) powered the 
Sharks offense with 12 and nine kills while 
Petrova massed 31 assists in the upset loss. 
Women Soccer's First 
COllference · Victory 
Tim Coenraad 
Staff Writer 
',"' 
' '-, 
The NSU women's soccer team (7-
4-3; 1-4-2 SSC) has collected their first 
conference win over Eckerd College at 
the NSU Soccer Complex on Oct. 21, 
defeating the Tritons by a score of three 
goals to one. 
The'Sharks' first goal came in the 12th 
minute when a cross from sophomore 
Elyssa Freund (19) took a fortunate 
bounce off of senior Shurell Burton (18) · 
and found its way into the back of the net 
to put NSU up 1-0. 
Goal number two for the Sharks came 
just before the break at half time from 
Freund who received a beautiful back heel 
pass from sophomore Alexis Hernandez. 
The Tritons reduced NSU's lead in· 
the 60th minute after Eckerd's Bonnie 
Wessler struck the Sharks' goal, heading 
in a Triton comer kick. 
NSU provided outstanding offensive 
pressure, which provided a 30-8 shot 
count in favor of the Sharks. In the 78th 
minute, Hernandez (13) received the ball 
from a Triton defender and struck a one-
time shot past the Eckerd goal keeper to 
give the Sharks a 3-1 win. 
Junior Megan Kim (Courtesy of Sports 
Information) 
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Ras:,rig Unicorn& 
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POINTS 
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Diversity Clinical Research 
is l·ooking for v.iuntecm ,of all ages 
• • • • to participate ID 
Clinical Reteareb. Studies. 
A-..... 1:a.:11 D-....a.!. ' . . "11 . • ~.. ~ rillu-QlpantS W1 •· Nett¥ 
At no cost: 
• Study-related Physieal Exams. and 
La1,orajory Tests 
• S~ Medication or Placebo 
1>1-"' • • s· .. . 
• a u.7$1C188 · ··.· upentl$l0D 
F~ .,;y,:::=., 1tr'° 
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University Clinical Research 
(954) 437-5988 ext. 207 
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SPORTS CORNER WORD FIND 
R F M A I V 0 
N I C 0 L E w 
H p D A K I A 
A A C H R I s 
D V A D I M s 
D M y L R 0 R 
H E y G s u F 
C R 0 L y A T 
K J E s K E Q 
L I s s E T T 
T H u I p A T 
B 0 .B B y B 0 
ACROSS 
I am a member of the men's golf team. I am a business management major who aspires 
to one day join the PGA Tour . I consider my best asset to the team is my friendliness. 
I am a member of the women's golf team. I am a psychology major from England. I 
- • one day dream of becoming a LPGA player. I believe my best asset to the team is my 
enthusiasm. 
I am a member midfielder on the men's soccer team. I am a sports and recreation major 
from Russia. You will see me on the field wearing the No. 15. 
UP/DOWN 
I am a member of the men's golf team. I am a sports management major from England, 
I one day hope to become a PGA or European golfer. I believe my best asset is my 
commitment and hard work. 
N M E F R 0 E 
H I T M 0 R E 
L C B C w N T 
T H N M y R y 
H A p I R 0 E 
R E C p N F s 
K L 0 I E u T 
M M T K R T E 
D . 0 R N N u R 
E 0 A L A C I 
V R Q B 0 Q y 
D E E Q C A s 
Answers to Previous Week's Word Find 
UP/DOWN: 
I am a member of the men's soccer team. You will see me on the field wearing the No. 22. I am a 
biology major and I love the Dave Matthews Band. · 
ANSWER: Senior, Nate Dunbar 
ACROSS: 
I am a member of the volleyball team. You will see me on the court wearing the No. 9. I am a 
biology major and I aspire to one day become a dentist I also love to play "Rock Band" in my free 
time. 
ANSWER: S~nior, Andrea Irarrazabal 
I am a member of the women's golf team. I am a sports management major and I one day dream of 
becoming a professional golfer. 
ANSWER: Sophomore, Taylor Collins 
I am the assistant head coach for the women's soccer team. I played soccer for SSC rivals 
University of Tampa prior to coming to NSU. I also played professional soccer in Iceland. 
ANSWER: Coach, Sam Robinson 
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Ettlics aowron Friday. oetober '3; 2008 
They wm attend the Southeast Reolonal Ethics Bowl In St. 
Petersburo • . florida on November 15... · 
The Office of Student Leadership and Civic Engagement would like to 
recognlz• and thank the f0110Wing people who volunteered end supJ)Ot'ted 
the EthieS 8owf: 
or. Gary Ger1hman 
or. Ben Hulvey 
Or. Tambi 8raun 
Dr. Terry Hudgins 
TeamSLCE 
Lastly, and most lmpc,rtantly, we would llke to thank all 
teams who graciously partlclpa.ted their time and hanl 
work to have an Intense exchange of viewpoints among 
their peersl 
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...... Reddy 
AtilhPltel 
~..MMintl 
~Dlpn 
.,..~ 
,~Dooa'ln· 
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MBA YOUR WAY 
WEEKENDS • DAYS • NIGHTS • ONLINE 
Ufe is fUlfof-options. Every decision you make opens new 
doors and opportunitfes. At the H. Wayne Hub:enga Sdtool 
of Business and Entrepreneurship. you .can eam a !business 
degree in on1y 16 months. And '.you can do It on yoor tmns, 
--"'Nith clasS1es available on campus. weekends. or onlihe. 
Adcfth.~ largest Executive MBA Program in Florida and 
distinguished professors who are reaf-wortd corporate 
leaders. and voo'll ,be empowered With the sl<Uts -you need 
to start or advance your career .and ~ potential • 
• NOVA_~J'lm~~ 
YOUI FUTUlt YIUR TERIIS.• 
-...al-$1tl -~-, 
"• . ' ·-r·, ll i",. 
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Florida AtlanticJJniversity 
,_ 
-
Graduate College 
. Open House 2008 
Friday, October 31st 
8:30a -1:30p 
LiVe Oak Pavilion 
~Bota -Raton Campus,, .,,. .·,.,., ... . -,~-
~ , 
~ · - ~:•111/eiii~-~-
--
· Join us at the Graduate College Open House. 
Find out what Fl;orlda Atlantic Unlve.rslty can offer you! 
• Learn about ,our 80 grad,uate programs, ad·m issions, financial 
a ·d . a.n_-_-_ .. d-.-. -th > man>s-t-- -d--e-n·--t----- servi .----e---s----. FAU offers. I , _ e __ ___ Y U _ _ . _ _ C _ __ __ __ _ 
• Take a campus tour. . ,. 
·i !u _ 
• Visit de.partments to talk to faculty and current students. 
• Bring y·our family and friends. 
• Eat lunch on us in the cafeteria. 
RSVP: www. fau.edulgradua.te / 
-Questions? Call (561} 291-3624. 
See you there! 
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Woodsmen 
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El I...evaton 
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~UmeoD11 · 
1th Heaven 
Solomons SlugpB 
The Landkuds 
Chi.cu and Sticks 
Supi!nnlDl Throw 
Intramural Softban Men's Division 
Leagu. ·· .. e Standing_•·. s , 
.· . . " 
3 0 4.0 f · U'.t I •f..O 
3 l 4.tJ 1. 4.0 r 3.0 I 4.0 
2 2 +o I 4.0 ' 4.0 
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Marnie Stern's ''This is It ... '! is 
Better Than Expected 
. . 
Stefani Rubino 
Opinions Editor 
These days, it's pretty clear that the~ begins with Stem exclaiming some of 
faces of independent rock music are those emotive lyrics, over raw hand-
changing and evolving constantly and clapping. Eventually, her unrelenting guitar 
consistently. Obviously, New York City shredding and Hill's frenzied drums come 
has taken a lead in this, becoming the ' .in to bring the song to an explosive ;finish. 
most fertile breeding ground for some of However, the rest of the album follows a 
the most original and interesting artists in different formu_la, showing that "Prime" is 
the last five years. Among these is Mamie just a warm-up for what's to come. 
Stem, a fair-haired, fair-skinned, twenty- The best tracks on the record "The 
something Crippled Jazzer," 
female guitarist ' "The Package 
who happens to ·" is Wrapped," 
shred on electric ,. · and "The Devil 
guitar. 
The title of 
her new album, 
"This Is It and I 
Am It and You 
Are It and So Is 
That and He Is 
It and She Is It 
and It Is It and 
That ls That," 
shows exactly 
who Stem is 
ane what she 
hopes to prove. 
The title is 
jerky, confusing, 
~ arefree and 
playful, just like 
her swirling 
guitar, and 
Zack Hill's, 
(from Rella) 
frantic drumbeats. She shows us who she· 
is through her music. She's defenseless and 
emotional, but she's an artist, and knows 
how to use these feelings. She's inviting 
you in, and you better take the offer before 
you regret it. 
I cannot remember the last time I heard 
a female playing guitar the way Stem 
does. Not since the hay-days of bands like 
Sleater-Kinney, and other nineties, noisy 
female punk bands has a female made the 
guitar part of her heartfelt song-narrative. 
She doesn't use finger tapping to show-off 
like some hair-metal wannabes; she uses 
~t to produce an incredibly original sound 
that is poignant and personal. We might 
not all be able to play like Stem, but she's 
going to make sure that we can relate to 
her struggles and triumphs through lyrics 
and composition. 
"Prime," the first track on the album, 
in the Details" 
showcase_Stem's 
ability to tell her 
stories through her 
inventive guitar 
playing. "The 
Crippled Jazzer" 
begins immediately 
with her dizzy 
guitar playing, and 
Hill's full-on attack 
of his drum kit. 
This song really 
shows Stem's and 
Hilt's chops, and 
truly showcases the 
amazing musicians 
they are. From 
start to finish, 
the lyrics to the 
instrumentals, "The 
Crippled Jazzer" is 
the most coherent song on the album. 
"The Package is Wrapped" shows a 
different side of both Stern and Hill. Stem 
slows the guitar down to actual strumming, 
instead of just tapping, and Hilt's drums 
follow her playing a bit more melodically. 
"The Devil in the Details" brings the 
album to an unpredictable ending. The 
album begins in classic Stern and Hill style 
and then goes into a much more relaxed, 
but still chaotic melody that is hard to. 
explain. The last song is supposed to be a 
culmination of the talent, which the rest 
the album is proof of. Finally, "The Devil 
in the Details" is the perfect ending to 
"This Is It . . . ," proving that Stern deserves 
recognition, regardless of what genre 
of music she .chooses to express herself 
through. 
., ••. ,.,11 
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''D.ee~eep, be-e!)l"neep.,. Ifnis was 
the only soon")!~ edUld ~.e heard in the 
q~fine'd area of~ llo§])itaiL This 
meant tlmt everjltbmti• .nt>$ral, a11t1 
g,oi111og,a~o:r~'I¥Q f0' ,pr-0tietb.1:ne. lat.the, 
ntiµnt~ tlte beep}nf •tt:,pp~, ~eyo11e 
would bow th-ere was iomdt'king 
se.rullUSly wrpng~ 
The q11a'tarttined atea was ®ill' lon,:i 
}?aiJsage, with 'fw:tit~e<l~ot:J 1>.n eaeh ·side. 
The wal.lls. were stilid, o.Qnwete, and weue 
~- ' .. d . ..1 -I' ...,__ t.. • t-paWl!t,e: - tn a ,c&>osseu, .ciene .. wuite C{hqf, 
The doors were aH t1:dvani:zed steel., 
'VV'itb no h~rtdles or ~bs, ~ -a 1111mbw 
was ·1ntpmnted',in the ·st«-~i at ~e to]) o:f 
.me door, F'.tuar.eseerttf~ijts ilitl1inJflated 
:::a:n:;:;::~!:::n:~=ein 
passa;ge. 
N-0 one w-as auth'OtlZlMI ti:} enter 
thiis section. It was strietl:Y oifllrtiits to 
personntfl an'd civcfUans,. 1'ne oo1'y fi,vmg 
o)fganisms pi:e~nt were the ••mteetetl, ·~ 
wh.w were taetJM:m.ealty disso:1Ved fi:-0I11 
so.ciety,. and tt© a'ttenitrots" ~o tested 
thetn. 
Wken be.em was taken.lne:re tw'o 
months age; sh'e thuugp.t sJte was sim;ply 
Bein; takef'l to the 'ltOS:pirat. What ali)rte'd 
her to ollberwise was when she arrJveti' 
at the hospital} instead of'hmt greeted 
by dootots:. there were. men in oatk <Suits, 
w,ifh st<>ic eoopressions .OiJ tl!reir f~s. On 
tEip oftfnt\ the paramedics WbQ pie~rl 
h'¢r ,up took Iler out qf-v~ walked 
her tt>'Wh'ete tlt-e Ultm: st\l()'g.. •4.le:tl h,1;1t 
tnete. , 
~· 
''Winy: ar.e yo1;1 doing this to me?" 
"Ma' atr1, f.il~ase r,.elax, lt, Will rnid.(:i.:: 
. .,,,...,.,th( .·. tt . mm,. ·t. .Jl: ~o ,> '.A ,., ··J'l e,t·'l'4.,:r ... lllJ itf'O ·~~ ... en ll'l$wr, lialw ~ t<ji < • 
I~ ttl~ '«t@h,a er~ Qlllt. 
''ll>ileas.$:· ,llie.et.ta pte8d, '"Where is 
m1sD.tt.,,,.~e ,ts 't:r-?"' 
••v-0:nt: s.~11 is b'¢iir,rg taken care o:f 
Don't w•rcy ,Jbout mm . .'l She was sti+l o.n 
the ~ounti, Thecy sllf:ttouttcled liet, as if 
sire ~re a e~:tured annual-. 
"H:ow do )!OU feeJ 110w ma~ mm'?" the 
beefy mam asked. 
«Al:e y-0u, cr~y?'! Whit ~e hell kinda 
qµesti'~p i~:thatir' 
"this ,is wry irn,por11ant ma' am;, it 
involV,es YQur s~lw and alsu'the saf~ty 
of §!QJilt so?." 
"What atmut TJ'r' she 'bhwted out. 
"What's wmng with him.?'' 
'"N,o1llun-g is wrong with him .. . for 
no~, Bat we need to krtow !low y,ou '.:e 
feiiimg • now . ." 
"Whitt the hei1 are you talking. ab ... 
ab .. . " 
••Ma'am?~' 
Leena was-.staning to fuel nun~; 110,1 
rav.ertous, iJlltn'b'st ~oient. ''Stlmeth:ing 
iS' wrong with me .. J don't feel, don't 
feel. .. '' t:eena trteiil.to gJt the wofdt eu:t. 
1,ut she k:,e.pt &waf!l'owlng them. 
"It di:d;brt .work.,'' the beef, man snid 
to another beeiy4ooking man in a dark 
suffi. 
"SQ whHt do· we db"? 'fake h'er to ~e 
,.., i~ti'\: .. ,,,,, t.., _,A,,,.,.1 ' 'd . ,i.;, -,A . ' 'l,.,f i1ac, aiy:r · ne·•~, ffl1, Wl\U\Pr""" o.ut m.S 
~ · tJtQlle,i:rea,$}r to •e $$ eall, 
"'We nav1t110 .c;hoice.t• 
"Ok?' 
"'fl~&se. :p-te-ase, ~Ule:bffily hel, rtle . '' 
Leena p;loode)t now on her knees with 
''Who .we :you peopnt?'' uwua trsk-ed 
a be~ty ,man witlur Jha1f ~w em. He 
stoou in front af tfle grou~ looking ltke 
the:leader. • saliva lifi!il)pln.g itbm her llltllUtb. 
"lt«ke it easy mar m. we'tl get }'lnu 
tb.tro-qgµ as qui-eki'y as p~sfbb;;" be said 
matte'l"-of..f'aetIJY., 
.~ ~ ·- ,.,;t, "'4t,..,<4,'i'l;li1l'A..-, 
'4,@.dlte tufOll&o, wt1mi.r v.t'H'Ut .are y0u 
-~~n;,.t-. ,,,,..~ .. ;;~»·. ·" · , t. ... ,,._ -.. ·. : · ..· ,t ,,,....,,g .• .,,~ ~. "ll"l,. . :~::::=:~!::::~~:~~:: {,:v 
vt.thj' ,.,,._.,. ll>"'UUUIZU lil.tl•",<'liiif•t ''l:llllaffl, •Mi,. 
out'a,:ndt¢:, attd sl\lwl\Y 'iaj~te'd ll'OJ1er 
eiell O'.fliet1inJ~, Leena wiafiett like 
a .co11denmei :soul in netb 15,ive ine1ll.'ls 
of angry steel dttj ittto ,~.fleslt, Sb,e,fell 
to, 'the .gtottttd, wrii\ing, with ~.Y 
oom:ing to help her,. 
'"W'bat are you •11• she cried. 
·'1'11:ey be.liter hurry. She lo().ks Just 
af!Jo&t ~a-" the beefy m.:an said t-o fte 
dark. snit ta:Jkitrg on th.e ee:11 ;p.hQl.ie.. 
.• * * 
Le.eii$( l\W<Ji&e tn eontpl'tilthW~f$s. 
&he raed: tf s~t and umt~, an'ti"~1't 
.ts'if ·she ~ .iMll a wllole eow. She httt\ 
no idea.oi'ttm.~11tetSel: 0r TJ. B'.he w$ 
a @ged J:tlfi:tmtl ma. room .. .an ainml 
sltdM. SJ:te was ~d and teste~ that was 
her life. She Jum sat en the itf!0r in .her 
qWlrt•. and co~ed ... wai:tmg, 
Poor Production and Bad Dialogue Destroy ''Body of Lies'' 
Stefani Rubino 
Opinions Editor 
With the increasing popularity of films 
like "Syriana" and "Traitor," Hollywood is 
bound to have a miss or two. In the case of 
"Body of Lies," they missed the mark alt 
together, bringing some great performances 
down with it. 
The film, an adaptation of the 2007 
novel of the same name by Washington 
Post columnist David Ignatius, folfows CIA 
operative Roger Ferris (Leonardo DiCaprio). 
After he discovers a lead on a major terrorist 
cell working out of Jordan, led by Islamist 
leader Al-Saleem (Alon Abutbul), he must 
figure out a way to infiltrate the group 
without risking his safety or his life. To do 
this, he tries to gain support from his boss 
and veteran CIA agent Ed Hoffman (Russell 
Crowe). When Hoffman decides he will 
work on the project with Ferris, Ferris seeks 
the help of Bani Salaam . (Mark Strong). 
However, moral and cultural differences 
cause Ferris to wonder whether or not he 
can really trust Salaam. 
Fresh off a 2007 Oscar nomination for 
"Blood Diamond," DiCaprio's performance 
is the only thing worth saving in this film. 
He brings the same drive and intensity seen 
in his latest films to every scene in "Body 
of Lies." His seemingly life-like suspicion 
and obsession of the people he is working 
with bring the entire film to a new level. 
Without DiCaprio's performance, the film 
would probably have been a complete waste 
of time. 
Russell Crowe's ("American Gangster" 
and "A Good Year") performance is less . 
impressive than DiCaprio's, but he does 
prove to be almost perfect in a veteran 
government agent role. His scenes opposite 
DiCaprio's call for some significant tension, 
and he seems to have pulled them off fairly 
well. The same goes for Mark Strong 
("Babylon A.D." and "RocknRolla"), 
whose performance, while not particularly 
memorable, is still decent and fitting for this 
type of film. In the scenes between Strong 
and DiCaprio, the tension and distrusting 
attitudes are so pronounced you can almost 
feel it. 
Other than the incredible performances, 
there is not much in this film that is worth 
the trip to the movie theater. The direction is 
shoddy, th~ production looks like it needs to 
be taken back to the cutting room, and most 
of dialogue is forgettable. "Body of Lies" 
is billed as a thriller, but there is nothing 
thrilling or surprising about it. This is just 
another film about what is happening in the 
Middle East with disappointing dialogue 
and poor production. 
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Cine Argentino Film Series for Hispanic 
· Heritage Month 
,, 
"' Racquel Fagon 
Variety Editor 
.As part of the celebrations for Hispanic ~· 
Heritage Month, the Alvin Sherman 
Library,South Regional BC Library and 
the Argentinean Consulate in Miami 
though the film has sub-titles, Argentinean 
actress and journalist Adriana Bianco 
attended the first screening and provided 
additional commentary for the film. 
present Cine Argentino, an Argentinean 
film series held here at NSU. The film 
series that started on Sunday, Oct. 5 has 
screenings at 2 p,m, each Sunday in 
October, in the Knight Auditorium of the 
Carl Desantis Building, 
The second film in the series, "Juan 
Manuel De Rosas," is a biopic of Juan . 
Manuel de Rosas, a conservative Argentine 
politician who ruled Argentina from 1829 
to 1852, Rosas was one of the first famous 
caudillos in Latin America who achieved 
a semblance of national unity that set 
the groundwork for.Argentina's future 
nationalism. The film stars Rodolfo Behan 
"Camila," starring Hector Alterio and 
directed by Manuel Antin, is the first film 
to launch the series. This film depicts the 
true story of a young woman who falls and is directed by Manuel Antin. -> 
in love with a Jesuit priest and begins The two remaining films within the 
series are "Made in Argentina," starring 
Luis Brandoni, Martha Bianchi, and 
directed by Juan Jose Jusid and "Darse 
Cuenta," (Becoming Aware) .starring 
Beto Brandoni, Uruguayan actress 
a, torrid affair. The two then elope to a 
secluded village, where they assume new 
identities and begin running a children's 
schooL Oltimately, their true identities 
are discovered, and they are appreherr~ed 
by the authorities and imprisoned for 
sacrilege, Set in the 19th century, the film 
embodies the social and religious culture 
of the period, all the while highlighting 
the timeless theme of fatalistic love. Even 
China Zorilla, and directed by Alejandro 
Doria, will be shown on Oct. 19 and 26 
respectively. The films are free and open to 
the public, 
Popular Halloween Costumes WORDSEARCH 
A s E D R A G Q u E E N 0 w N 
E s T R s p I D E R M A N s s 
L s A A N A M 0 w R E D N 0 w 
L E R C w .N s u p E R M A N u 
E C I u H . C H A R D C y M I T 
B N p L N C A T M C A B M K A 
R I w A D E T B A T M A N p C 
E R p 0 E K u I L E R R u M y 
K p I u I E N K w I D N R u s 
N I R u C C T I w 0 M E s p s 
I R H 0 u s E B u N N y E D u 
T A A R E D A E L R E E H C p 
1. Batman 11. Nurse 
2. Barney 12. Pirate 
3. Cheerleader 13, Princess 
4. Clown 14. Pumpkin 
5. Death 15. Pussycat 
6. Dracula 16. Spiderman 
7. Drag Queen 17. Superman 
8. House Bunny 18. Tinker Bell 
9. Hulk 19. Witch 
10. McCain 20. Wonder Woman 
Say Boo! WORD-0-GRAM 
Place the five words in the d}agram, one word for each line 
across, so that one of the rows reading down will spell out a 
six-letter word that is connected to the other. 
H 
E 
C R 
Courage 
Don Knotts 
Ernest 
Scooby-Doo 
Shaggy 
C 
G 
N 
B D 
T 
T 
''Max Payne'' Really Hurts 
Racquel Fagon 
Variety Editor 
I am the first to admit that the fantasy 
genre for films is not my ideal choice for 
movie entertainment. I see myself more 
as a "true-to-life" kind of consumer. I 
prefer to watch things that have a chance 
of happening in real life. However, now 
and again I am adequately entertained by 
• fanciful, yet thought-stimulating films, 
such as the intensely provocative, "The 
Dark Knight" and the greatly revered 
"The Matrix." ''Max Payrie" gets no 
appreciative adjectives from me, as a 
video-game-to-movie-transfer, it falls short 
in so many different ways. 
First, there is the preconceived notion 
. that once an idea is sold-out or popular in 
the gaming or comic world, then it will 
naturally enjoy a similar success in the film 
industry. "Max Payne" definitely does not 
carry over in its appeal, and as its name 
suggests, it is honestly painful to watch. 
Mark Wahlberg ("The Departed") is 
a detective, who after losing his wife and 
child decides to tread the vengeful path. 
He teams up with an assassin Mona Sax, 
played by Mila Kunis ("Forgetting Sarah 
Marshall"), who is equally vengeful due to 
her sister, Natasha's (new Bond girl Olga 
Kurylenko), murder. Natasha's murder is 
pinned on Payne, as his wallet is found on 
her dead body. So he becomes the perfect 
candidate for wayward violence because of 
the necessity to clear his "good" name. 
The entire plot is somehow set around 
the illegal distribution and hallucinogenic 
effects of the drug Valkyr. Valkry finds 
its way onto the streets, ( creating winged 
· frights in the consciousness of its users) 
after initially being a military-based drug 
used to make soldiers feel invincible. So, 
as the rules of coincidence go, it works 
out that the drug is being manufactured by 
a pharmaceutical company that Payne's 
deceased wife worked for (his most 
precious lead). 
The film mimics "Sin City" in many 
ways, with the shades and smokiness in 
the cinematography, incoherent flashbacks, 
and the overdone, incomplete roles of 
the seductresses. There is a lot left to be 
desired of the plot, even though the last 
couple of minutes deliver that necessary 
shot of violence for a movie of this nature. 
Hopefully, Wahlberg will get back 
on his A-game, as his latest efforts of 
· maintaining stardom are making it easier 
for him to revert to his Marky Mark days. 
Ck:111;1,t,,-.. 
Rough and Rushed, ''W'' is a 
Big Disappointment· 
" 
Stefani Rubino 
Opinions Editor 
Oliver Stiloo, Qie man partially or fully 
responsible for films'iike "Scarface," 
"Platoon," "Talk Radio," ''JFK," "Nixon" 
and "Born on the Fourth of July," can do 
_anything he wants. Well, at least thatis 
what I used to believe. I think I speak for 
most people when I say that isn't the case 
any longer. 
After two letdowns in a row, 
"Alexander" and "World Trade Center," I 
truly thought "W" would be his magnum 
opus of the new millennium. I expected 
it to be similar to the way "Platoon" was 
for him in the 1980s and "Nixon" was for 
him in the 1990s. Sadly, "W" doesn't even 
come close. 
"W" takes us through the life of a semi-
fictional character named George W. Bush. 
The movie g9es through his college years, 
his ever-changing careers: from oilman 
to baseball team owner, to President; his 
conversion to born-again Christian; his 
relationships with his wife Laura, his 
family, and his father, George H. Bush. 
The movie brings us through every 
miserable and heartbreaking failure, each 
of them proving in its own way that this 
man is not cut out to govern the free world. 
However, he persists, proving to his father 
and everyone who doubts him that he can 
-make it to the top, which he does, but 
proceeds to fail from there on in. 
Although there were some worthwhile 
performances in "W," the film on a whole 
was a catastrophe. They did not start 
filming until May of this year, which 
Uj 
~ 
~ 
meant, they would have finished sometime 
.in early-August, so that Oliver Stone could 
have it out before Nov. 4. The film suffered 
immensely from this because it felt rushed 
and unenthusiastic. The final product 
seemed more like a fas;ade or rehearsal of 
what "W" could and should have been. 
With such a limited time to film, Stone 
and his crew must have felt like they had to 
keep a narrow scope on the film, and they 
did, thus contributing to its downfall. The 
scope is so narrow that we barely even get 
to see the really big mistakes Bush made 
while in office; such as, responding to the 
events of Sept. 11, winning the Presidency 
again in 2004, responding to Katrina, 
and the situation in New Orleans and 
responding to what is going on with Russia 
now. "W" feels like "Mr. Smith Goes to 
Washington" combined with "Field of 
Dreams." All I see for two hours is a man 
trying to please his father and then failing 
every single time, even as President. 
This may be a silly analogy, but "W" 
is kind of like ordering a hamburger 
and just getting the bun, tomato and 
lettuce-there's no meat. That's what 
"W" is really missing, the tough, heavy, 
meaty circumstances and events that occur 
while George W. Bush is in office. For 
the most part, Stone is fair and somewhat 
sympathetic, which is a good thing, but it 
is this exact sentiment that ultimately leads 
to the destruction of what could have been 
his next great feature. 
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Should the United States 
... 
Impleillent Stricter 
.· Immigration Policies?-
Pro 
Raquel Fagon 
Variety Editor 
Immigration policies in the United States 
have been the center of controversy for 
decades, which is ironic since this country 
is built on the generosity and hard work of 
immigrants. With over 33 million immigrants 
(legal and illegal) living in the U.S., it 
is no wonder that stricter laws are being 
implemented to curtail the influx. 
Many will argue that immigrants are 
the necessary life-vests that keep the U.S. 
economy afloat. Immigrants, who sometimes 
are compensated for less than the minimum 
wage, embrace many of the jobs that citizens 
or residents refuse 
to take. 
But why is it the responsibility of the 
citizens of the U.S . to "take care" of these less 
fortunate individuals? Most of the people who 
come to the U.S., leave excellent jobs, homes, 
environments and privileges that are offered in 
their countries in order to go treasure hunting 
in the land of equal opportunity. 
This· is more a state of mind than actual 
circumstances thatallow many individuals 
to believe that their lives will be better in the 
U.S. So, when they get here, anq things do not 
come as easily as they would have believed, 
they venture into unsavory practices that create 
awful stereotypes for many groups. It would 
make sense for the U.S. to implement firmer 
policies to safeguard the good, hardworking 
name of many immigrants who went through 
the appropriate channels to get here. 
Even the New York Times article that 
reports California's Friendship Park will 
be closed to reduce border crossing and the 
insurgence of violence is a necessary evil lhat 
will eventually make every tax-paying citizen's 
life easier. When the government does not have 
to allocate extra funds to combat and alleviate 
"attacks" of any kind on the general population 
that is less money out of your pockets. I think 
it is sad that families cannot get to see one 
another across the borders, but I think that the 
pain increases when you have your loved ones 
so near, yet you are not able to really have 
them with you. That is like tempting yourself 
with something you know you can't have or at 
least not at that moment. 
Many countries are losing their workforce 
because so many of their citizens are migrating 
to the U.S. Cultures are being dissolved 
because of the attraction to be "Americanized." 
Even if customs and cultures are preserved 
by the immigrants when they come here, the 
first generation Americans usually follow the 
popular beat - the American beat, and the 
transformation continues. 
.I am not saying that it should be like 
digging through concrete for immigrants to 
get into the U.S., or to preserve their identities 
they should remain in their countries. I am 
aware of the benefits that come with being 
in this country, as an immigrant myself; but 
if everybody gets a free ticket in, the level 
of privilege, the richness in culture and even 
individual safety will diminish for many. 
Con 
Stefani Rubino 
Opin ions Editor 
Immigration is one of those issues that 
people barely speak about on a regular 
basis here in South Florida, probably 
because, living in a place as diverse 
as this, people may be· afraid they're 
going to offend someone else. However, 
election time is almost here and issues like 
immigration are in question. 
In a recent New York Times article, 
Randal Archibold reports that at Imperial 
Beach, California's Friendship Park, 
a fence stands right on the border of 
California and Mexico. American and 
Mexican citizens are free to chat through 
the fence, exchange gifts, and maybe 
even get half of a hug in before they 
have to depart back into each of their 
respected countries. However, as part of a 
states wide fence reinforcement program 
througb.out California, Texas, Arizona and 
New Mexico run by the Department of 
Homeland Security, Friendship Park will 
be essentially closed down in an effort to 
reduce border crossings and the violence 
that comes along with it. 
As a native-born Floridian, this whole 
idea of fences and separation really 
prompted me to think about what it must 
be like to be one of those families that 
meets at that fence every weekend. Is it 
fair that these people be punished further 
with an even bigger fence even though 
what they're doing is totally legal by 
United States law? More than that, as 
I understood it, the U.S.'s immigration 
policies are so stringent right now that 
people trying to get into this country are 
practically forced to come,here illegally. 
In many ways, this country has 
benefited from the diversity, talents and 
endurance immigrants bring with them 
from wherever they're coming from. In ' 
the early 1900s, Italian families, like mine, 
fled here for better opportunities for their 
families. In the early 1940s, families, like 
my roommate's, fled here to flee German 
oppression. In the 1960s and '70s, 
Cuban families came to Florida to escape 
Castrp's warped vision of a Communist 
state. Each of these ethnic groups brought 
with them a vast catalog of traditions and 
rich culture that continues to enhance the 
American experience to this day. 
To stop immigration, legal and illegal, 
now would be like saying "Ok, that's it. 
We took them in but we can't take you 
because peoples' opinions of you have 
changed over the years." I don't think 
that, as an American, I want to send that 
message to the rest of the world. People of 
all races and ethnicities should be able to 
come here and should be given the chance 
to earn the same opportunities Americans 
earn everyday. 
Editor's Note 
Laura Starr 
Editor in ch·i~f 
In light of the tight election race, I want 
to debunk some voting myths and ease some 
voting concerns . 
. There ·hav~!>een rumors that, when going 
to the polls, you ·are-u?t allowed to wear 
paraphernalia that supports a particular 
candidate. This is not true. However, if you 
try to encourage other voters to vote for 
a particular candidate within 100 feet of 
a polling site, then it is considered illegal 
electioneering, and is not permitted. 
Another rumor to dispel is that the address 
on your ID has to match the address that is 
registered in the polling log. According to a 
memo from Donald Palmer, Director of the 
Division of Elections, the ID requirement is to 
ensure that the picture and the signature of the 
person wishing to vote match the person that is 
actually signing in at the polls. Just make sure 
you are voting within the precinct designated 
for the area in which you are currently living. 
For early voting,.however, the voter is able 
to vote at any polling location in their county. 
Also, to avoid long lines, vote on a Tuesday 
or Thursday early in the morning or between 
2 p.m. and 4 p.m. This will help avoid the 
beginning of the week and lunch rush. 
Call your county's supervisor of elections 
office to find the appropriate polling locations 
and to update your address if you have moved. 
For Broward call (954) 357-7050. Miami-
Dade call {305) 499-VOTE (8683). West Palm 
Beach call (561) 656-6200. 
-· 
Besides the misinformation about polling 
place policies, people may have concerns about 
voting on Nov. 4 because they do not kno~ the 
candidates' stances and issues, and do not wish 
to vote blindly. 
. In our 24-hour day filled with deadlines, 
work, extracurricular activities, and simply 
making sure food gets on the dinner table, it 
is hard to find even a minute for ourselves, let 
alone find a good half hour to wade through 
. the media spin and find out what the candidates 
truly believe in and stand for. 
Even though we are all bogged down 
with life's activities, it is important to find 
at least one minute in our busy day to go 
to the candidates' Web sites and find a 
candidate's platform with which we agree. 
This small amount of information may not 
quell all anxieties, but it can offer a little more 
confidence when making a choice at the polls. 
So, don't be intimidated by the polling 
pface policies and media hype. If you have any 
questions regarding the rules for voting or if 
you want to report questionable or improper 
activity on: Election Day, call the voter . 
assistance hotline at (866) OUR-VOTE (687-
8683). If you have questions about a candidate, 
visit his Web site. 
Remember how great this country is and can 
be, so exercise your right to vote! 
On· The Scene 
Kristine Belizaire 
Current Affairs Editor 
Who do you think will win the 
presidential election? 
"I think Obama is going to win because American politics have 
become more like American Idol. AJso,. I think everyone is 
disappointed with the Republican Party, so they would vote without 
examining democratic issues." 
Michael Bergbauer, a first year graduate student writing major. 
"Obama, because I feel like he ts a better candidate, and what he 
speaks on is more related to the social problems that we ate 
dealing with." 
Victoria Swain, a freshman biology and business 
administration major. 
"Barack, because he is more out there." 
Sheldon Rey, a freshman computer information systems major. 
"Obama. I feel that people are ready for a change and someone new 
in our office." 
Gabdella McLean, a freshman legal studies and criminal 
justice major. 
"McCain, because of Sarah Palin. I think that women are going to 
vote for McCain because they want Palin." 
Christian Rodriguez, a sophomore biology major. 
~ 
"I think Obama, because he is froin a different background and really 
knows what the people need." -
Bendja Bedejuste, a sophomore legal studies major. 
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